Haines Highway: MP 21 to 25.3 Reconstruction,
FY2009 Request:
Realignment and Chilkat River Bridge Replacement
Reference No:
AP/AL: Allocation
Project Type: Construction
Category: Transportation
Location: Haines
Contact: Frank Richards
House District: Cordova/Southeast Islands (HD Contact Phone: (907)465-3900
5)
Estimated Project Dates: 07/01/2008 - 06/30/2012
Appropriation: Gas Pipeline Infrastructure Preparation

$23,500,000
46866

Brief Summary and Statement of Need:
The Haines Highway provides the shortest link between tidewater and 200 miles of the proposed
gasline route. Thus, it is the obvious hauling route for this portion of gasline construction, and
depending on logistics could be crucial to construction of the entire gasline. Upgrade of this highway
is a statewide priority because it links marine transportation (to Alaska) with the Interior. Federal
construction funds are inadequate to complete the upgrade of this corridor. Investment of state
funding is needed if we are to address this need before gas pipeline construction begins.
FY2009

Funding:
Gen Fund

$23,500,000

Total:

$23,500,000

FY2010

FY2011

FY2012

FY2013

FY2014

Total
$23,500,000

$0

$0

State Match Required
One-Time Project
0% = Minimum State Match % Required

$0

Phased - new
Amendment

Operating & Maintenance Costs:
Project Development:
Ongoing Operating:
One-Time Startup:
Totals:

$0
Phased - underway

$0

$23,500,000

On-Going

Mental Health Bill

Amount
0
0
0
0

Staff
0
0
0

Additional Information / Prior Funding History:

Project Description/Justification:
Almost half of the gasline haul route from the Haines port to the Canadian border requires an upgrade to modern highway
standards. The most pressing deficiency is the aging bridge across the Chilkat River. This project will replace the bridge
on a shorter alignment located downstream from the current crossing. The new bridge will provide an ultimate load
capacity sufficient for the full range of hauling scenarios during gasline construction.
The project includes highway reconstruction from the crossing (MP 23.8) west to the meet point with the previous upgrade
(MP 25.3), so that there is no gap between the new bridge and previously improved highway. Relocation of the bridge also
addresses problems with the westbound approach, which has advisory speed posting and a history of vehicle rollovers.
The eastbound terminus of this project is in the vicinity of Klukwan, where the highway leaves river elevation and climbs
before dropping back to river elevation at the MP 23.8 crossing.
The existing Chilkat River bridge has numerous problems, including narrow deck width (24 feet for 0.1 miles), no
shoulders, grade settlement on both approaches (problematic for heavier vehicles) and poor alignment on the westbound
approach. Because of limited width, we anticipate that traffic flow on the highway will be temporarily shut down for hauls of
large gasline components. While dependent on component width, it will be necessary to stop or delay traffic to prevent
conflicts between high speed motorists and a slow-moving haul vehicle that intrudes into the oncoming traffic lane because
of width limitations, both for the bridge and connecting segments of roadway.
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Haines Highway: MP 21 to 25.3 Reconstruction,
Realignment and Chilkat River Bridge Replacement
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Project Description and Cost Estimate:
The estimate for reconstruction between MP 21 and 25.3, including replacement of the Chilkat River bridge, is $23.5
million if completely state-funded. The relocated bridge will be downstream from the existing one, which reduces the
crossing distance by a third. Following modern design practices (e.g., extra span length) will minimize the impacts to river
resources in this sensitive area. Width of the new bridge will be 39 feet (including railings), and the reconstructed highway
will have a pavement width of 36 feet and a forgiving roadside environment.
Use of state funds simplifies this project by removing a federal requirement from the environmental analysis. The federal
requirement is referred to as Section 4(f), which mandates intensive analysis and lengthy approval cycles. While federal
Section 4(f) requirements would not need to be met, coordination with the Chilkat Bald Eagle Preserve and tribal entities
and state and federal permitting requirements still apply to project delivery.
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